
People who run small, medium or large businesses know all about their processes and they’re really good at  
what they do. But often there’s a gap in their knowledge. And that’s the financials, where a lack of solid 
accounting know-how (from reading a spreadsheet to understanding debits, credits, cash flow and more) 
makes decision-making difficult and inhibits growth.  

This is where Colour AccountingTM comes in. The highly engaging teaching system that uses story-telling, 
physical materials, graphics and colour to show how accounting works, has earned a strong reputation for 
helping people make better financial decisions, in all kinds of businesses and organisations around the world, 
including government agencies, law firms and not-for-profits. 

In New Zealand, Colour Accounting one day workshops are offered exclusively by ServiceIQ in partnership with 
BDO accountants, accredited Colour Accounting course leaders for the country. 

In just one day, the enjoyable course gives you and your people all the financial fundamentals you need to be 
confident, and in a way that makes even the driest topic fun to learn and easy to understand. 

By the end of the day, you’ll have gained a surprisingly high level of accounting literacy and knowledge and will 
be starting to make some serious business decisions with confidence. 

Many benefits for you, your people and your business.
After one workshop, your people will leave being able to: 

uu read Balance sheets and Income statements and 
understand what they say about the business’s 
performance

uu manage cash flows by understanding all the levers 
in the business

uu manage a Profit & Loss statement 

uu draw up a budget

uu improve financial controls

uu save costs 

uu expand profit margins

uu gain new insights into your business’s finances

uu communicate more powerfully and avoid confusion 

uu increase shareholder return

uu align your teams around well understood  
financial goals.

Be financially literate in one day 
World renowned training for non-financial managers
Exclusively available for New Zealand businesses from ServiceIQ  
in partnership with BDO

ServiceIQ’s 
essential  
skills to  

build your 
business
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ServiceIQ and BDO’s Colour Accounting workshops  
have received 100 per cent approval with Kiwis.
 

Hamish Drury – Lubricants Business Manager, Z Energy Limited, Auckland

“I felt that increasing my understanding of accounting concepts would enable me to make better 
decisions in my sales focussed role. I wanted to be confident that in reviewing accounting information  
I would be better able to manage risk to our business.

The workshop exceeded my expectations of a dry, lecture-type environment. It was a small class which 
meant our participation was constant and our tutor was great at engaging us from start to finish.

As a result, I have a clearer understanding of accounting concepts, increased ability to read financial 
data and the confidence to interpret that data in order to inform our decisions.

The use of colour to indicate and separate data is inspired and I use this same concept in my own 
reporting today!

Accounting and financial information is critical in almost all facets of business. This course demystified 
what was previously a very murky subject for me – I’d highly recommend it to anyone who has concerns 
or uncertainty with accounting.”

John Etheridge – Operations Manager, The George Hotel, Christchurch

“I really enjoyed the way the Colour Accounting workshop was presented. The tutor was excellent. Some 
parts were very easy to grasp as they were tools and reports I look at regularly. Other parts were less 
familiar and that was great too. 

The Workshop reaffirmed my confidence in my current knowledge but it also helped make other aspects 
of accounting less intimidating. 

Four of my colleagues from our management team also attended and we all benefited from the course. 
We thought it was well presented and there was nothing scary about the concepts. I would definitely 
recommend it for people in management roles.”   

Mark Field – CEO Elastomer Products Ltd (ELP)

“Fifteen of our staff from across EPL attended the one day Colour Accounting course and achieved the 
goal of gaining a basic understanding of accounting principles, terminology and practices. This included 
everyone completing a valuable financial exercise that related specifically to our EPL business. I highly 
recommend this course to businesses who want to broaden the financial acumen of their staff.”
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Why ServiceIQ and BDO? 
ServiceIQ is committed to helping you build a successful business through excellent skills and 
knowledge developed on the job. We are the Industry Training Organisation (ITO) for the service 
industry, including retail and retail supply chain, tourism, travel, hospitality, aviation and museums.  
Our experts set the standards for thousands of vital industry roles, and develop top quality on-job 
training programmes that make a positive difference for businesses of all sizes across New Zealand.     

BDO is one of New Zealand’s leading accounting companies. Our facilitators are BDO staff who  
are Colour Accounting certified and either provisional or fully qualified Chartered Accountants.  
In addition to certification as Facilitators, our presenters bring a depth of business and commercial 
knowledge which will be invaluable when answering all aspects of financial queries.

Book Now: To secure places at one of our Colour Accounting workshops for you and your  
non- financial managers, please visit www.ServiceIQ.org.nz/colour for the workshop locations,  
dates and registration form.

Workshop Snapshot
A one day Colour Accounting workshop typically covers: 

uu Developing a deep understanding of the 
Balance Sheet.

uu Originating the Income Statement and 
understanding how it connects with the 
Balance sheet.  

uu Clearly and unforgettably defining Assets, 
Liabilities, Equity, Revenue & Expenses.

uu Integrating these five elements into a 
holistic, easy to understand view – the BaSIS 
FrameworkTM.  

uu Recording transactions using the journal and 
general ledger.

uu Understanding the Value Cycle of business.

uu Preparing budgets and forecasts.

uu Calculating financial measures, including 
EBITDA.

uu Identifying the drivers of cash flow and how 
they are reported. 

uu Analysing financial statements of a business 
and identifying risk areas, performance 
changes, opportunities for improvement.

uu Practicing financial communication: grasping 
not only potentially confusing terminology, 
but also the ambiguity of terms, and 
communication pitfalls.  

uu and more…


